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What is “scI-Q” by Subject?

A Quotient is the answer to division.  When we  
divide everything that surrounds us in our lives,  
we find Science.  Science Quotient or “scI-Q”
Program shares easy to understand Subjects. 
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Science from 
Mummies to Movies

-VOOK

b) Watch Video
Science - From Mummies to MoviesScience - From Mummies to Movies

Welcome to  
Science -
From Mummies  
to Movies
Common objects,  
come-from,  
clever Science.
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There are many different kinds of  
Sciences from Astronomy to Zoology.   
Science integrates together to make our  
everyday objects.  Let’s look at the Science 
connections from Mummies to Movies. 

Present tense verbs are given priority in this book to  
simplify English as a second language (ESL) understanding.

Many Sciences
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1) Glass

In ancient Egypt, natron soda is used to dry out  
mummies.  People learn that this soda also makes glass. 

Fair Use - Dover Coloring BooksFair Use - Dover Coloring Books

natronnatron

glassglass
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2) Lens

Later, people learn to grind glass to make lenses.  
Eye glasses, telescopes and microscopes are invented.
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3) Camera

Next, the first cameras have lenses that  
focus light onto film to make pictures.  

le
ns

le
ns

filmfilm
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4) Electricity

People invent batteries that make electricity.
  Today, electricity turns pictures into digital e-Bits.
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5) Radios

One hundred years ago, people invent Radios.

Radio Stations send out  
programs over Radio Waves  

with sounds only, no pictures.

Home Radios receive the  
R-Waves and change them  
back into Sound Waves.
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TVs

As a sidenote, starting in the 1950’s, Televisions  
use Radio Waves.  TV Stations send out Black and  

White pictures and in-sync sounds.  Home TVs  
receive the Radio Waves, change into e-Bits.  Streams  

of e-Bits make the screen glow with the pictures.

Later, color TVs are invented.
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6) Light

About 150 years ago, people  
learn how to turn electricity into light.
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DO - Sunlight Colors
Purpose - Split sunlight into colors.

Materials.   - sunshine
   - prism
   - A4/ Letter Paper

Steps.   1) Why do rainbows come out of prisms?
  2) Hold the prism at an angle to sunshine.  
 3) Practice slowly moving the prism  
   until get a rainbow.
  4) Explain that white light is actually  
   made of a rainbow of colors.
  5) Notice that a rainbow has these colors 
   - Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,  
   Purple (Indigo and Violet). ROYGBIV.

Related Topics.  Colors, Refraction
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Light Bulbs

Search the Internet for pictures of different 
types of light bulbs.  Cut and paste below
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7) Movies

In the 1890’s, people invent movie cameras
 that make black and white, silent movies.

People use electric light to shine through  
film to show or project movies onto giant screens.

electricityelectricity

lightlight

separateseparate
soundssounds

silentsilent
black & whiteblack & white

moviemovie
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Talkie Movies

In the 1920’s, people invent  
how to add in-sync sound tracks to movie film.

Movie sound track
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 During playback, light shines through the  
squiggly lines on the film to make e-bits that  

change into Sound Waves in the Speaker.

When we see movies, may we think about  
the integrated Science behind the shows.

Movie sound track

Light -> e-Bits -> Electromagnet -> Sound
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Everyday Objects ONE PAGER

1) Glass1) Glass

2) Lens2) Lens 3) Camera3) Camera

4) 4) ElectricityElectricity 5) 5) RadioRadio

6) 6) LightLight

7) Movies7) Movies
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Conclusion,
Science - with Everyday Objects

1) Glass1) Glass
. Glass is made of sand, soda, lime and lots of heat.. Glass is made of sand, soda, lime and lots of heat.
2) Lens2) Lens
. Curved lenses bend light.. Curved lenses bend light.
3) Camera3) Camera
. Cameras have lenses that focus light.  At first,  . Cameras have lenses that focus light.  At first,  
film is used to capture pictures.  Today, we have  film is used to capture pictures.  Today, we have  
digital cameras that take pictures as e-Bits.digital cameras that take pictures as e-Bits.
4) Electricity (patterns of e-Bits)4) Electricity (patterns of e-Bits)
. Batteries have DC electricity.  Home outlets  . Batteries have DC electricity.  Home outlets  
have AC Electricity.have AC Electricity.
5) Radio Waves (R-Bits of Sound)5) Radio Waves (R-Bits of Sound)
. Radio Stations change sound into Radio Waves.  . Radio Stations change sound into Radio Waves.  
R-Waves are EM Waves that travel through  R-Waves are EM Waves that travel through  
space.  Radio Receivers change the R-Waves  space.  Radio Receivers change the R-Waves  
back into Sound Waves. back into Sound Waves. 
6) Light6) Light
. Electricity excites atoms to make light.   . Electricity excites atoms to make light.   
We see this with light bulbs and LEDs.We see this with light bulbs and LEDs.
7) Movies7) Movies
. Movie cameras take over 20 pictures a  . Movie cameras take over 20 pictures a  
second.  They also record the in-sync sounds.   second.  They also record the in-sync sounds.   
In theaters, Projectors shine light through film  In theaters, Projectors shine light through film  
and onto giant screens.  Our Science connects and onto giant screens.  Our Science connects 
through time from mummies to movies.through time from mummies to movies.
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scI-Q Summary
Mummies to Movies - in 7 Steps

Glass Lenses focus light to capture pictures  
with sensors that use e-Bits.  Radio Waves stream  

movies to our smartphones.  The Radio Waves  
are turned into e-Bits that chips control with  
software.  eBits are sent to screens with glow  

points that become pictures.  Microchips  
control the e-Bits sent to the screen.   

The separate screen picture changes over 50  
times a second on our smartphones and over 100  
times a second on our TVs.  Our eyes blend the  
separate pictures into moving videos.  Sometimes  

all this digital data can cause us Stress.

Hz = Hertz or number of refreshes per second.
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This book shows the science behind 
everyday objects.  Learn how ancient 
mummies and frog legs are connected  
to modern movies and more!
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Science is inside our  Science is inside our  
objects that we use everyday.objects that we use everyday.
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Science of  
Everyday Objects

Science makes sense when I see it  
in action with objects I use everyday!
Science ideas like puzzle piece integrate 
together to make our digital devices.
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What is the science in common objects?  
Where do the ideas for the discoveries 
and inventions come from?  How do  
everyday items lead to more  
clever ideas and more inventions? 

Present tense verbs are given priority in 
this book to simplify English as a second 
language (ESL) understanding.
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Everyday Objects

Thousands of years ago, the Egyptians 
use natron in their mummies.  It is a 
type of soda salt used to dry out the 
mummies.  Traders transport the salt 
from hundreds of miles away.  One 
night, the traders camp by the sea 
shore.  They build a big fire on the 
sandy beach using natron blocks  
to support their cooking pots.  

The next morning, they notice  
something they call the rock that 
flows.  We call it glass.  Today,  
globs of hot glass are rolled on  
giant screws to make cool marbles.

Glass – Mummies to Marbles

2
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Amazing!  Silicon sand 
becomes clear glass.  
Later, Silicon is also 
used to make silver 
colored computer  
micro-chips.
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Thousands of years ago, 
the Greeks learn how to 
grind clear glass into 
curved shapes.  They use these 
lenses to focus sunlight to start 
sacred temple fires.  Later,  
people forget how to make lenses.

In the middle ages, people in Europe 
use glass containers full of water to 
magnify threads while making lace.
Someone gets the idea to grind a 
curved lens and make a magnifying 
glass.  Today,  lenses focus light  
for glasses, cameras, telescopes 
and microscopes.

Lens – Fires to Focus
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With lenses you can see the need for soap.
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Amazing!
Microscope lenses magnify 
tiny microbes, like 
bacteria, so we can see 
them.  Telescope lenses 
also  magnify space so  
we  can see near planets 
and distant galaxies.
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There is a legend from long ago that 
people notice that clothes washed in 
the river from Mount Sapo are the 
cleanest.  On Mount Sapo religious 
ceremonies take place where animals 
are sacrificed.  That is, the animals 
are burnt as an offering to the gods.
Someone notices that it is the 
cooked animal fat mixed with wood 
ashes that makes the clothes all 
clean.  Today, many soaps are still 
made from animal fat and wood 
ashes (lye).

Soap – Ashes to All Clean
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A cameras made this soap bubble picture.
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Amazing!
Can you imagine how 
smelly our world would  
be without soap?  The 
soap molecule has two 
 ends.  One likes grease 
 and the other end likes 
water.  This is why soap  
is successful at cleaning.
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The Latin word “camera” means 
“room.”  The Romans notice 
that light shinning through a  
hole or lens and into a dark room, 
make an upside down image.  

2,000+ years later, someone sees that 
silver chemicals are light sensitive.  
They develop film used with glass  
lens and a box, called a camera.   
Zoom lenses are invented  
to make images look bigger. 

Today, digital cameras use electronics 
to store images instead of film.  

Camera – Room to Zoom  
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Need to invent paper before pictures can be printed.

Amazing!  Light 
focuses an image 
through a lens 
to take pictures.  
Without this  
simple fact, 
there will be no 
smartphone selfies. 
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Long ago in China, someone 
notices wasps making a nest.  
The bug bites off bits of 
wood, chews and spits them 
out to form the wasp nest. 
The person gets the idea  
for making paper.
Today, we write on paper still 
made from bits of wood.

Paper 
– Wasp to Write On
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Next, a powder with a punch changes the world!
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Amazing!
Can you imagine human 
history and our everyday 
life without paper?
Someone notices bug spit 
in nature and humans get a 
way to write down our ideas 
to share today and with the 
future.
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Over a thousand years ago, 
the Chinese want to make 
noises to scare away “evil 
spirits.”  They notice that 
bamboo explodes in a fire 
as the air bursts from the 
natural segments.  

Later, someone searching 
for a potion to prolong 
life, accidentally discovers 
gunpowder.  Next, gunpowder 
is placed in the bamboo.  
When lit, the firecracker 
goes off with a bang.

Today, fireworks,  
guns and rockets still  
work in similar ways.

Fireworks – Bamboo to Bang    
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Paper is wrapped around fireworks.  
Paper also has other uses!
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Amazing!
There is irony in the fact that gunpowder that  
today is responsible for taking so many lives,  
is discovered trying to find a way to prolong life.
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Throughout most of history, books  
are written by hand onto.  Each  
book takes a long time to copy.  
Handwritten books are expensive.
In the 1500’s, Gutenberg is a 
goldsmith.  He gets the idea to cast 
individual block letters.  He puts them 
together to form words.  He uses 
the big screw from a wine press to 
push the ink from the letters onto 
paper pages.  This makes books faster 
and less expensive.  Today, Printing 
Presses that print newspapers to 
popular paperback books, still  
use the same idea.

Printing – Blocks to Books   

14  Everyday Objects



Now days, many books are also electronic e-books.
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Amazing!
Books impact human 
history more than  
any other object.
Thousands of years  
before the Internet, 
books share scientific 
discoveries worldwide.  
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In the 1770’s, Galvani studies  
frog muscles.  He notices that 
sparks of static electricity  
make the dead frog legs move.

He touches frog legs with metals.  
Something makes the legs twitch 
by themselves.  He wrongly thinks 
the legs move because of "animal 
electricity".

Later, a person named Volta notices 
that two different metals with a 
special liquid between them make 
electricity.  He sees an electric 
torpedo ray and gets an idea to 
stack copper, acid soaked paper  
and zinc disks.  He invents the 
battery.   Today, we use 
batteries for portable power.

Electricity – Twitch to Switch   
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Amazing!
Noticing electricity in nature 
leads to making batteries..  
Our digital world is powered  
by electricity. No electricity, 
then no electronics. 

17 Everyday Objects Everyday Objects

Sometimes electricity and good ideas spark!

bio-electro-genisis

Volta batteryVolta battery



In the 1880’s, people notice that 
electric sparks make Radio Waves.  
Later, it is learned that the quickly 
changing flow of electricity that 
makes the radio waves.  Wireless 
communication called “radio” is 
invented.

Antennas transmit or send the 
signals into space and around us.   
In the receiver, these  
radio waves are changed back  
into sounds in the speaker. 

Today, radios, smartphones  
and WiFi all use radio waves.

Radio – Sparks to Speakers
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Over 100 years ago, people listen to radios at  
night while kerosene lamps light their rooms.
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Amazing!
Radio and Light are all 
electromagnetic waves.   
That is, they are made of 
waves of electrical and 
magnetic radiation.  The 
difference is the length.  
Light is billionths of a  
meter long.  These  
Radio Waves vary in  
length from a football  
to longer than  
a football field. 
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Before electricity, whale oil  
lamps light the night.  The over 
hunted whales become scarce  
and their oil expensive.  A new  
light source is needed.

Long ago, people first notice  
the black goo of oil.  It seeps  
to the surface from pools  
deep inside the earth.  People  
learn that oil burns.

In the 1850’s, ideas from alcohol 
stills are used to distill kerosene 
from oil.  Kerosene is big business. 
Kerosene is burned in lamps.
Gasoline or ‘gas’ is also distilled 
from oil.  At this time, there  
is little use for petrol gas.

Oil - Goo to Gas
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Kerosene lamps bring light to night 
until the electric light bulbs are made.
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Amazing!
Oil is made over millions of years.  Life in 
ancient seas,  dies and settles on the sea floor.  
Over time, the dead creatures are covered 
over with sand.  With lots of heat and pressure 
the carbon turns into oil and natural gas. 
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Up to the 1900’s, many homes use 
kerosene lamps for light.  That is, 
until Edison makes common light 
bulbs.  He also invents the DC 
electrical system to power them.
Electricity heats the thin filament 
until it is so hot it glows.  Edison 
uses carbon fibers from baked 
bamboo as a filament.
Later, light bulbs use longer  
lasting tungsten filaments  
and AC electricity. 

Light 
– Flame to Filament
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Light bulbs are the symbol for good 
ideas.  Next, two brothers come up 
with a doozy.

Then Now

Close up of a filament.

23Everyday ObjectsEveryday Objects

Amazing!
Flowing electricity turns into light. The 
light bulbs above are called incandescent.  
Filaments glow to make light.  Today, many 
light bulbs are fluorescent.  They do not have 
filaments. They use mercury molecules to 
make the white phosphor coating glow and 
give off light. These light bulbs use  
less power and last longer.  We also  
use LED lights.

LED



Years ago, a father gives his two 
young sons a flying toy to play with.  
The Wright Brothers are fascinated 
with flight from then on. 

When they are adults, they make 
a glider that can carry a person.  
Next, they figure out how to control 
the aircraft.  Finally, they add an 
engine to the wood and cotton cloth 
plane.  In 1903, they fly in the first 
airplane.  

Today, thousands of planes,  
daily fly around the world.

Airplane  - Toy to Take-Off   
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When the first planes fly in the skies, most
people on the ground still ride in horse pulled vehicles.

Amazing!

The Wright Brothers make their own gasoline engine 
to power the first plane.  They design the propeller 
after much trial and error in a small homemade wind 
tunnel.
They fly from Kitty Hawk Beach.  The wind gives 
extra lift.  They land on the soft sand.  To reduce 
weight,the first planes do not have landing wheels. 
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The first cars are expensive, so only the 
rich can buy them.  Henry Ford wants to 
make affordable cars for everyone.
He notices a meat packing plant.  The 
animals come into the plant and are 
slaughtered.  Next, they are put on moving 
hooks and disassembled into meat portions. 

Henry gets the idea to do the reverse.  He 
uses interchangeable parts and a moving 
assembly line to make cars.  His factory 
makes millions of inexpensive Model T cars. 

Today, our cars, airplanes and electronics 
are made on similar production lines.

Car – Meat to Model T
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Up to now, food is cooked over fires,  in ovens  
or on stoves.  This changes with more waves.

Amazing!  At this time, kerosene lamps light homes.  
Gasoline is a by-product without much use.  Ford`s 
internal combustion car engines use the inexpensive 
gasoline.  Precision machines like lathes and gear  
cutters with skilled workers make the close  
tolerance interchangeable parts.
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In 1946, Dr. Percy Spencer is 
an engineer who works with 
new Radar tubes.  He notices 
that the microwaves from the 
tube melts a chocolate bar in 
his pocket.  Next, the first 
microwave ovens cook meals.
Microwaves are a type of  
Radio Waves.  
Today, Radar, point to point 
communications like WiFi and 
some ovens still use microwaves. 

Microwave – Melt to Meals   
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No need to microwave popcorn until TV’s are invented.

Amazing!
Microwaves are another type of 
electromagnetic radiation like visible  
light and radio waves. Microwave 
transmitters and receivers are used  
in straight line telecommunications 
for radios, TV`s and smartphones. 

29Everyday ObjectsEveryday Objects
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In the early 1900’s, radio is the main home 
entertainment.  Young Philo Farnsworth 
plows the fields at his family’s farm.  He 
gets an idea.  If you scan a picture row by 
row, then you could see and not just hear 
radio.
As an adult, Philo invents electronics that 
scan pictures - like plowing - row by row. 
Television is invented using the ideas 
of Philo and others.  E-beams scan the 
pictures.  The signals are sent through  
the air on radio waves.  An antenna picks 
up the signal and converts it row by row 
back into pictures.
Today, TV’s and computer screens also 
use flat LCD and LED panels.  They use 
microchips to control each point of light 
called a pixel instead of scanning rows. 

TV – Plow to Picture
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Today, we see movies on our TV’s, computers and smartphones.  Hard to   
believe that the first cameras could only take one B&W picture at a time.

Wikipedia by  Don O’Brien

Amazing!  The word television means “to see from far 
away”.Sound and picture signals come into most homes  
on the planet.  At first, the signals are sent through  
the air with radio waves. Now, satellite dishes send  
signals directly to our homes.  Let`s hope the  
technology will be used to educate as well as to entertain.
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People want to know if a galloping horse 
ever lifts all of its hoofs off the ground 
at the same time.   In 1878, a running 
horse is photographed with 24 still 
cameras.  As the horse runs by, it set off 
tripwires that take the pictures.  The 
pictures answer the question - yes.
More importantly, the pictures are shown 
in sequence.  They show the horse in 
motion.  Edison and others get the 
idea to make movie cameras that 
take many pictures a second.

This leads to silent black and 
white movies.  Later, sound  
and color are added to make  
the “movies” we have today.

Film – Motions to Movies   
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Amazing!
Movies bring together so much Science.  Light 
captures images through camera lenses.  Synchronized 
sound is turned into electrical patterns then back into 
sound.  All this technology has grown step upon step 
throughout time. Today, EM waves let us watch and 
record videos on our smart phones.  
May we appreciate and actively engage our lives to 
learning about the science that brought us to this 
point.  As we understand the science in everyday 
objects, may we apply this technology to improve 
 the lives of everyone on this earth, even as we 
explore and expand to Zip codes in space.
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Common objects come-from clever 
ideas.  The ideas come-from noticing 
nature; solving needs and wanting  
to make money.

Through hard work, trial and error 
and lots of luck, the ideas become 
inventions.

There are connections between 
ancient mummies, frog legs and 
modern movies.

Conclusion
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Natron for mummies leads to  
glass.  Glass becomes lenses 
to focus light for cameras.  
Twitching frog legs lead to 
electricity.  People put all  
these together to make movies.

The origins of common objects  
are easy to understand.  When  
we see where they come-from,  
we also light the path from  
past ideas to new inventions. 
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pictures are in the public domain.
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Epilog

Every common object has Science and  
a story that connects it to our lives.   
Whale oil lamps once lit many homes.  
Whales became scarce.  People discover 
a new kind of lamp oil from petroleum.  
Later, electric light bulbs replace oil 
lamps as a way to light our homes.

Next, airplanes are invented.  Guess what 
they use for fuel?  Yup Airplanes use  
kerosene like lamps do.  Understanding 
the origins of everyday objects helps  
us invent the future.  Starting today!
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1) Glass1) Glass

2) Lens2) Lens 3) Camera3) Camera

4) 4) ElectricityElectricity 5) 5) RadioRadio

6) 6) LightLight

7) Movies7) Movies

FREE
VIDEO

Science from 
Mummies to Movies

-VOOK

 Watch Video
Science - From Mummies to MoviesScience - From Mummies to Movies
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Science From Mummies to Movies   
VIDEO Script

i-1) Welcome to Science -
i-2) From Mummies to Movies
i-3) Common objects, come-from, clever science.
1-1) ONE -From Mummies to Glass
Long ago, Egyptians use soda to dry out their mummies.
1-2) Traders ship the soda from far away.
1-3) One night, the traders stop at the sea shore.
1-4) They build a big fire on the sandy beach to cook their food
1-5) They use blocks of soda to hold up their cooking pots.
1-6) In the morning, the traders discover by accident that fire, soda and sand 
makes something they call the rock that flows. We call it glass.
1-7) Later, ancient Egyptians teach the Greeks how to make glass.
2-1) TWO - Lens –— Fires to Focus
2-2) Greeks use the glass lenses
2-3) to focus light to start Useful fires in their temples.
2-4) Next, we see how lenses focus light into images.
3-1) THREE - Camera - Room to Zoom
3-2) Romans use lenses to shine light through a hole into a dark room.
3-3) This makes an upside down picture on the wall.
3-4) Later, these lens show pictures on a box.
3-5) Artists use the boxed images to make outlines for their paintings.
3-6) Next, Film and cameras are invented.
3-7) Cameras with zoom lenses focus the images onto film.
3-8) Film uses light sensitive silver chemicals to capture the pictures.
3-9) Before we invent digital cameras, We need to discover electricity.
4-1) FOUR - Electricity —– Twitch to Switch
4-2) In the 1770’s, a guy named Galvani studies frog muscles.
4-3) He pins the dead frog legs to an iron frame with copper tacks.
4-4) The legs twitch by themselves. He does not know why.
4-5) Next, Volta discovers the secret of what makes the muscles move.
4-6) Electricity flows between two different wet metals.
4-7) Volta invents batteries.
4-8) Later, this guy uses batteries to invent arc lights.
We will talk more about light later.
4-9) First, we need another way to make more electricity.
4-10) Later, this guy learns how to make AC Electricity.
4-11) Just turn wires near magnets.
4-12) Next, this guy uses ideas from the arc light to make this. 
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Science From Mummies to Movies   
VIDEO Script

5-1) FIVE - Radio – Sparks to Speakers
When AC electricity jumps the gap, Radio Waves are discovered.
5-2) Radio stations send out radio waves.  Like from ships 
…. to shore
5-3) Many people have radios at home.
5-4) Inside the radio receiver, the waves come in  
and sound comes out the speakers.
Remember, this is a time before TV`s are invented
5-5) Next, people invent ways to record and replay sound.
5-6) Now, we have sounds that our ears hear.
5-7) Next, we need light and pictures for our eyes.
6-1) SIX - Light – Flame to Filament
6-2) In the past, people burn oil in lamps for light.
6-3) Next, electricity flows in thin, hot filaments in light bulbs.
6-4) Today, bits of electricity make cool lights with LCD and LEDs.
6-5) Millions of pixel points of colorful lights make pictures  
on our screens for movies.
7-1) SEVEN - To Movies.
7-2) Now, these everyday objects, come together to make movies.
7-3) Movies have to be made before they can be played.
7-4) At first, light shines through lenses and onto film to make Silent 
movies.
7-5) Arc lights shine through the film and onto silver screens  
to show the movies.
7-6) Next, in sync sound is added to make “talkie” movies.
7-7) Later, digital movies and videos are made with electricity.
7-8) Today, we see movies on our TV`s or streamed to smartphones!
C-1) To close
C-2) Long ago, soda for mummies, mixed with heat and sand  
to make glass.
C-3) Next, lenses are invented to focus light for pictures.
C-4) Electrical objects store and play the sound too.
C-5) Wow! Amazing! All the science and objects  
that come together to make exciting movies.



This book shows the science behind 
everyday objects.  Learn how ancient 
mummies and frog legs are connected 
to modern movies and more!
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The reason motion pictures 
are called "movies" is  
because the pictures move.  
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Dedicated to those who 
see the Science behind 
the silver screen movies.
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Movies show actions.
Life moves.  Birds fly.  
Cars race.  People rush.  
Our story starts with  
light and an image.

1

Intro 
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1) LIGHT

Our story about movie science starts 
with Light.  Light is bright photons of  
energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM) waves.

  Light bounces off objects and into our eyes.

photonphoton

photonphoton

photonphoton
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Light from the sun and bulbs is called white  
light.  It is actually made up of all the colors. 

Colors 

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

 White light shines on objects.  Most of  
the light is absorbed.  We see the color that bounces or reflects.
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Our eyes focus light to make the images we 
see.  Our eyes have cells that change light 
bits into e-Bits that go to our brains.

Eyes 

At the back of the eye are separate cone cells  
that are sensitive to Red, Green or Blue light.
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Lenses bend light to focus images.
Try this!  Focus light through a hand  
lens or magnifying glass. See the picture?

2) LENS

 Glasses have lenses that bend light to help us clearly see.
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Lenses in microscopes help us see the very small.

Lenses in telescopes help us see far away space objects.

Cameras have lenses too.

lenslens

starsstars

lenslens
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A camera is a dark box with  
a way to let in a brief burst of light.  

3) Camera

Cameras also have a way to catch or capture  
the image with film first and later digital sensors.

lenslens

filmfilm
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The first cameras need over an hour to prepare, 
take and develop ONE picture.  Also, photography 
takes a box full of chemical and supplies.

a  Camera 
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
 Bromide 
Boxes
d  Mercury Cabinet
e  Plate Holders
f  Boxes for Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h  Washing Dish

a    a    

b    b    

c    c    

dd

ee

ff gghh
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Cameras don't create images.  
Cameras capture them.  

The first, cameras could only 
take Black and White pictures.

B&W Pictures

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

William TalbotWilliam Talbot Louis DaguerreLouis Daguerre

These are two of the inventors of photography.
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LincolnLincoln GrantGrant

Civil WarCivil War



The Science of film uses tiny 
bits of silver chemicals that are 
sensitive to light.  They turn 
dark when light shines on them.  
The camera lets in a burst of 
light. The light turns the silver 
into gray shapes.  
The word "photograph"  
means 'drawn by light.'

11

Light Sensitive Silver
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silver grainssilver grains

film under electron microscopefilm under electron microscope
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At this time, Cameras can only take still 
photos.  People play with the idea of making 
pictures move.  First, we need some  
Science of how our brains see pictures. 
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For 100’s of years, toys 
have made images move.

For example, quickly 
turning the separate  
pictures of the cage  
and bird, makes the  
eyes see them together.
Why?

Moving Toys

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action
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One side has a drawing of a cage.  The other 
side has a bird.  Flip the toy quickly to see 
the bird in the cage.  Why?



When the eyes and brain see an image,  
they hold onto it for a split second.  

It is like the image echoes in the eye.  

The Science is called 
'Persistence of Vision.'

15

Eye Echoes

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

Flip books show the persistence of vision.
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This is an example of eye echoes.

Stare at this picture.  
You'll see black dots where there aren't any.  

Images in ActionImages in Action

Try This!
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In 1878, a man named 
Muybridge wanted 
to know if a running 
horse ever lifted all 
of its hoofs off of the 
ground at the same 
time? 

Horse Hoofs
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He lined up 24 cameras along a race-
track.  As the horse galloped by, its 
hoofs pulled thin wires connected to 
cameras.  The result was a sequence  
of pictures.  Some of the pictures  
showed all the hoofs in the air.
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Zoopraxiscope

Muybridge hand painted the series of picture  
on a big disk.  He invented a projector to  
show the short moving images to people.  
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Muybridge took other sets of pictures.   
He made more disks with moving animals and  

people.  He showed the moving images to audiences.
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Based on Muybridge's ideas,  
Edison patented a camera that 
takes many pictures a second.

Images in ActionImages in Action

lenslens
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Edison made the Kinetoscope  
to show his moving pictures. 
People paid a nickel to peer through 
the single eye piece to watch the short 
moving pictures. Only one person, at  
a time, could see the short “movie” .

Show For One 
(kinetoscope)

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

lenslens

filmfilm
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Other people searched for ways to 
show movies to many people at one time.
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4) B&W Movies

A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second  
onto moving film.  The Lumiere Brothers made cameras  
to make short Black and White Movies.  Their movies  
capture scenes of everyday life, like trains  
pulling into a station or workers leaving a factory.

Notice the hand turned 
crank that moves the film.

Electric 
arc light

lens

camera
and
Projector
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Black and White Movies are silent.  They do not have sound.
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Cinematograph

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

Projectors shined bright light through the moving  
film and onto screens.  Many people at the same  
time watched the short Black and White Movies.

People quickly grew bored of watching moving pictures of  
ordinary everyday life.  They wanted something more exciting!
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Science of Stories

Stories are interesting.  Our ancestors shared stories  
with each other even before they invented writing.  Instead  

of saying watch out for wild animals.  They tell a story of being  
chased by wild animals.  The plot is the intense run for survival.

Cave people also drew pictures to make their storytelling more exciting!

28
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Our brains are hard-wired to like stories.  With conflicts and 
characters, we engage our senses & synapses.  We emotionally 
connect with flight, fight and feel good chemicals.  Different 
parts of our brain link together as we process the story quest,  
climaxes and cures.  There is Science behind why stories  
stick to our memories and make good plots for movies.



Silent Movies
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Silent, Black and White movies told stories like comedy,  
romance and cowboy adventures.  People paid a nickle a piece  

to watch these movies.  Piano music added the only sounds  
as the silent movies flickered on the big silver screens.
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CA Sun & Scenery

The first movie cameras needed lots of light.  Movie 
producers moved to California for the sun and scenery.  
Within a short distance of Hollywood are snow covered 
mountains for Alaskan shows; forests for Robin Hood; 
deserts for Arabian Tales and of course lots of beaches.
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The first movies were made on easy to burn,  
flammable film.  The light source was an open  
flame from electric arc lights right behind the  
film.  The films often caught on fire.  
Many projection booths were lined with tin so that 
the fires would not burn down the wooden movie 
theaters.  Actually there were quite a few fires.

Film Fires
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In the 1920’s, 7 out of every 10 
people in the USA went to the 
movies monthly.  Going to the 
movies was an important event.  
People dressed for it.  Ushers 
wore uniforms and the theaters 
were decorated nicely.
The movies showed que cards 
with a few words to let the 
audience know more about the 
story.  Pianos added tempo and 
emotion to the otherwise silent 
shows. 

Attendance
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Clever people figure out the Science of movie sound.  Sound  
Waves shake the air.  Microphones turn sound into electric e-Bits  
that change into light patterns.  The L-Bits shine onto the film to  
make the sound track that is in sync with the moving pictures.  

5) Sound

micmic

e-Bitse-Bits

LightLight

e-Bits  in
e-Bits  in

L-Bits  out
L-Bits  out

lenslens

FILMFILM

Record sound onto film.Record sound onto film.
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The sound is played back by shining light through  
the sound track.  L-Bits change into e-Bits.  The  
e-Bits flow through a wire coil and turn on or off  
an electro-magmet.  That pushes and pulls on  
a permanent magnet to shake a cone.  That  
make sound wave patterns in-sync with the movie.

Playback movie sound.Playback movie sound.

Playback Sound

Light
Light

    L-Bits L-Bits inin
e-Bitse-Bits  out  out
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    e-Bitse-Bits

    sound wavesound wave

electro electro 
-magnet-magnet

Movies with sound are called "Talkies".  But they were still in Black and White.
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Movie Science links Colors with;  
Eye Cells; Film Layers and TV Pixel Points.

Colors 

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

eyeseyes

film film 

TVTV 
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Recap Eyes 
- RGB Cells 

38

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

eyeseyes

Simply said, eyes see colors because of 3 types of cone cells.   
That is, cells sensitive to Red, Green and Blue Light.  Light  
focused through lenses shines an image on the back of the eye.  
RGB Cone cells turn the Light into e-Bits that our brain sees.
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Color Pictures
- RGB Film Layers

39

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

film film 

In Black and White film, light changes silver 
bits into pictures with light or dark parts.  For 
color, people learn how to make film with 3 lay-
ers.  Separate layers are sensitive to RGB light. 

RGB filmRGB film
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That is, the image is separated into  
Red, Green and Blue parts in different layers.

The 3 layers combine to make the color picture.



41
Now back to Movies.

Color TV  - RGB Points 

Quick side note on Color TV Science.  The TV screen has tiny  
Red, Green and Blue points.  The points glow and the RGB colors  

mix together.  Our brain turns the pixel points into complete  
pictures.  Old analog TVs, show over 20 pictures a second. 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

TVTV 
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Movie cameras capture color images onto film.

6) Color Movies

lenslens

filmfilm

filmfilm
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Projectors

Theater projectors shine light through  
the moving film.  Lenses focus and magnify  

the moving pictures onto screens.  
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The "Wizard of Oz" movie starts in 
black and white and then turns into color.
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To Recap - Story Science

Our brains are set-up to like stories.  We experience  
emotions with multi-media movies.  Our senses come alive  
and our brain cells link together to process the colorful  
pictures and surround-sounds of exciting storytelling.

45



We laugh with comedies.
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We relate to and often cry with dramas. 
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We startle and scream at scary movies.

Our hearts dance with romance movies.

Today, most movies are digital.



7) Digital 

Digital cameras do not use film.  They use sensors that  
are like our eyes.  The bent light images shines on each  
pixel point.  The sensor changes the L-Bits into e-Bit  
patterns with different values of Red, Green and Blue.
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Today, digital projectors are able to show stored 
movies directly onto screens without film.  The 
Digital Light Projector, DLP uses special  
chips called Digital Micro-mirror devices (DMD). 
Each chip has millions of very tiny mirrors. 
The digital projector sends Light bits of color  
to each mirror at the right time.  Millions of  
micro-mirrors reflect the L-Bits onto the screen. 

DMDDMD 

Digital Micro-Mirrors 



To recap, the computer sends e-Bit signals to the Digital  
Projector.  The DMD chip controls the change of e-Bits  
into L-Bits that shine through lenses onto the screen
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Science Summary 

Our movies are made with the Science of images  
in Action.  Over centuries, Scientists learn that:
. Lenses focus light to make images
. Light changes silver on film to make images
. Movie cameras take 20+ pictures a second
. Projectors show moving pictures onto screens.
. Our eyes see image echoes (persistence of vision)
. Our brains turn them into colorful movies.
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Significance of Moving Pictures
from selfies to cinemas 

Why do Movies matter to me?

In the past, only the rich could afford the expensive  
cameras and chemicals to take Black and White photographs.
Today, we carry digital movie cameras in our pockets with 
our smartphones.  We create our own movies and share  
them worldwide.  Science of integrated light, electricity  
and magnets enables our modern movies.
Moving pictures give us perspective of ourselves and our  
societies.  We marvel at footprints and fossils from distant 
dinosaurs.  We fascinate at the ruins of ancient civilizations.  
Just as pictures connect together to make movies, so is  
humanity linked together.  Ubuntu means "I exist because  
all humanity does".  May we keep this mind as we make our 
videos and movies.

UbuntuUbuntu



Movies are made of images in motion.  They 
are full of emotion and entertainment too.  
From silent Black and White pictures to 
bright digital colors with surround sounds, 
movies have come a long way.
Movies have gone from grains of silver  
to being fully ingrained into our lives.   
Movies are like mirrors.  They show  
the world around us and the ones  
we create in our minds.
Will be interesting to see what future  
generations think of our movies.  Will  
they look at them the same way, we  
look at the old, silent, B&W movies? 

Conclusion 
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More than just moving pictures,  More than just moving pictures,  
films are archival, evidence of  films are archival, evidence of  
our actions, interests and cultures.  our actions, interests and cultures.  

Frozen in frames of colored silver  Frozen in frames of colored silver  
bits and digital pixels, movies  bits and digital pixels, movies  
are records and reflections  are records and reflections  
from all of us.  Popcorn optional.from all of us.  Popcorn optional.
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1) LIGHT
Light is bright photons of energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM) waves.  Light bounces off of objects.  Our eyes focus  
light to make images we see.  Our eyes have cells that  
change light bits into e-Bits that go to our brains.
2) LENS
Lenses bend light to focus images too.   
Glasses have lenses that bend light to help us clearly see.
3) CAMERA
A camera is a dark box with a way to let in a brief  
burst of light.  Cameras also have a way to catch or  
capture the image with film first and later digital sensors.
4) B&W MOVIES
A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second  
onto moving film.  Projectors shine bright light  
through the moving film and onto screens to show  
movies.  Black and White Movies are silent. 
5) SOUND
Sound Waves shake the air.  Microphones turn sound  
into electric e-Bits that change into light patterns.   
The L-Bits shine onto the film to make the sound  
track that is in sync with the moving pictures.  
6) COLOR MOVIES
Color film has different layers that capture light.   
Points of light are captured by chemicals sensitive to  
Red, Green and Blue (RGB) Light.  This is similar to  
how our Printers use RGB inks to print out our pictures.
7) DIGITAL
Digital Cameras use sensors that our like our eyes.   
The bent light images shines on each pixel point.   
The Sensor changes the L-Bits into e-Bit patterns  
with values for how much Red, Green and Blue.

Images in Action - Summary
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This book is about the story behind This book is about the story behind 
the motions in movies.  It is an epic the motions in movies.  It is an epic 
adventure from silent, still, Black and adventure from silent, still, Black and 
White films to the colorful movies White films to the colorful movies 
of today.  That is our cue.  Let’s get of today.  That is our cue.  Let’s get 
started.  Ready the light sensitive  started.  Ready the light sensitive  
silver, set the cameras and of  silver, set the cameras and of  
course go with lots of ACTION!course go with lots of ACTION!

ImagesImages  inin  ActionAction

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action5757
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burst with knowledge, shared worldwide.
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Today, books and ebooks are  
so common that it is hard to 
imagine a time without them.
Throughout human history,  
there are very few books.   

Also, 99% of the people can  
NOT read.  Later, books enable  

enlightened minds.  They  
generate the sparks of  

sentient, self-thinking people! 
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Let’s look at the links of where  
objects come from, to better  
understand our lives today. 

i-4 3) Bright Reading

Without Books,
Brains learn incompletely.

With Science, we question all
And explain our changing world to ourselves. 



This true story shows how  
tech connects from past 

parchment pages made from 
sheep skins to printed and  

cyber pages of books today. 
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Long ago, the first people  
- you know the ones who live  
in caves - wear animal skins.   

Bit itchy that. 
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Later, people notice that  
sheep are comfy in their warm 
coats while humans are cold.  
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By chance, sheep walk  
by pointy thistles. 
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Shepherds notice  
the wool fibers.
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Over time, people  
get the idea to spin  

wool fibers unto threads. 
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Next, people invent  
simple hand looms to weave 

threads into wool cloth. 

1-5

vertical loom
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For thousands of years,  
people wear wool clothes. 
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Later, people see that  
flax plants have fibers too.
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People learn how to  
spin flax into threads. 
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Next, people weave flax fibers 
into linen cloth for clothes. 

2-3

vertical loom
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People first weave  
linen, tens of thousands  

of years ago.  Wow!
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Egyptians wear linen when  
they make the pyramids. 
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Also, clever ancient  
Greeks wear linen.
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The Romans wear linen.
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A thousand years later,  
Europeans in the Middle Ages 

wear lots of linen too. 

Still made with 
vertical looms.
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One day, a new  
loom comes to Europe  

from the Muslims. 

horizontal loom
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New foot pedals and hand  
shuttles help people make cloth 

10 times faster and cheaper. 
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This causes a problem.
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Workers using whorls can’t  
make threads fast enough  

for the weavers. 
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Luckily, the  
Spinning Wheel comes  
to Europe from China. 
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More flax threads and  
cloth make lower cost  

linen clothes.  Suddenly,  
everyone is wearing linen.
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Over time, all those  
linen clothes wear out. 
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There are  
lots of linen rags. 
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The worn out linen rags  
are smashed and stirred.
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The linen fiber soup is 
spread thin onto screens. 
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Wine press screws  
help press the water out. 
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To make ...
PAPER!  
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Now people have lots of 
cheap linen paper about.
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The Medieval or Middle Ages  
is a time when human scribes  
hand write one book at a time. 
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 It takes months for human 
scribes to hand copy one book.
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At this time, most books  
are written on animal  

skins called parchment. 
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Parchment is made  
like this.  Get the animal  

skin.  Scrape it clean. 
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Soak, stretch and  
dry it.  Prep the surface. 
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It takes hundreds of animal  
skins to make one book.  The world  

of the Middle Ages, has few books and 
fewer people who can read them.
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In the 1300`s, plentiful  
cheap paper begins to replace 
expensive parchment in books. 
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Scribes write books on  
linen paper when an  

unrelated disaster strikes. 
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Rats with fleas that  
carry bacteria, spread  

the plague disease.  
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Hundreds of millions of people 
die.  It is estimated that in  

the crowded cities of Europe and 
Asia, one out of every two people 

are killed by the disease.
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When the plague is over, 
the people still living, party.

Over time, there is a need for  
more legal documents and books.
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But there are not  
enough scribes to  

hand write the books. 
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At this time, there is still  
plenty of linen paper though. 
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In an “aha” moment, this 
guy,  Goldsmith Gutenberg  

has an idea. 
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He knows how to make  
gold rings and metal things. 
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He makes special molds. 
He casts individual  
letters like this. 
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He groups the 
interchangeable  

letters into words and  
sentences called typeset. 
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Ink is pushed onto  
the metal letters.  

Paper is placed on top. 
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Next, a wedge-shaped screw 
presses ink onto the paper.   
Viola!  Printed pages make  

many copies of books.  

7-6 3) Bright Reading
Viola (vwah-lah) = express success or satisfaction.



At first, rich people,  
print libraries full of  

books for their use only. 

Aldus Manutius prints inexpensive pocket 
size books that common people can buy.  
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Before the printing press,  
99 out of 100 people in  

the world can NOT read.  
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In its first hundred years,  
people use printing presses  

to print over 20 million books.  
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Amazingly, books spread  
knowledge around the world. 
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To see the impact of printed  
books on our world.  Let’s compare...  

8-4

Free Use - Monty Python peasants.
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A handwritten book is  
like a dim candle in a  

dark room for one person.
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Mass produced books  
and ebooks are like sunlight  
shining on the whole world! 
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Printed books enable  
scientist to share what they  

discover and change the world.
Here are examples. 

Galileo and his telescope show that the 
Earth and other planets move in space.
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Robert Hooke prints about  
what he sees in a microscope.

8-8

flea 
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Isaac Newton prints  
his ideas about Forces,  

Gravity and Light.
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Today, connected  
on-line books continue to  

educate and enhance our lives. 

85% of the world can read.  This book  
wants to help improve the number of  
people who understand basic science.

https://ourworldindata.org/literacy
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To close, long ago,  
people wear wool.
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Later, people invent  
machines to make linen clothes.  
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Next, people use the  
linen rags to make paper.  
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Surprise!  Dark Age,  plague kills  
half of the people in Europe & Asia.  

After the plague, there are  
not enough book writers.
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Wow!  Gutenberg 
invents a machine to print 

books and documents.  
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Worldwide, the number of  
books and readers sky rocket! 

https://ourworldindata.org/literacy
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Amazing, from Baa`s   
to Books in 7 Links.  

Tech connects with written 
words to enlighten our world. 

Medieval Dark Ages, end when  
printed books share Science knowledge. 

There is a caution for us today too.
We understand Science or  

 Dark Ages will return. 
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Baa’s to Books - One Pager
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 Video
Tech Links - Baa`s to Books
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Main Points
1) Sheep Baas

2) Linen
3) Loom

4) Linen Paper
5) Plague

6) Printing Press
7) Books
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BRIGHT READING
Baa’s to Books VIDEO! - Script

i-1) Welcome To Tech Links From this … To that.
i-2) Let’s look at the links of where objects come from, to better understand our lives today.
i-3) This true story shows how Tech connects from BAA’s to BOOKS.
i-3) Long ago, the First people wear animal skins. Bit itchy that.

1-1) Later, People Notice that sheep are comfy in their warm coats while humans are cold.
1-2) By chance, sheep walk by thistles.
1-3) Shepherds notice the wool fibers.
1-4) People get the idea to Spin fibers into threads.
1-5) Next ,people invent simple looms to Weave threads into wool cloth.
1-6) For Thousands of years, people wear wool clothes.

2-1) Later, people see that flax plants have fibers.
2-2) People Learn how to spin flax into threads.
2-3) Next, people weave linen cloth for clothes.
2-4) People first weave linen, tens of thousands of years ago. Wow!
2-5) Later, Egyptians wear linen when they make the pyramids.
2-6) Also, Greek thinkers wear linen.
2-7). The Romans wear linen too!

3-1) Europeans in the Middle Ages wear linen too.
3-2) Suddenly, A New loom comes to Europe from Muslim Spain.
3-3) New foot pedals and hand shuttles help people make cloth faster and cheaper.
3-4) But this causes a problem.
3-5) Workers using whirls can’t make threads fast enough for the weavers.
3-6) Luckily, the Spinning Wheel comes to Europe from China.
3-7) More flax threads and cloth makes lower cost linen clothes.

4-1) Over time, all that linen that people wear, wears out.
4-2) There are Lots of Linen rags.
4-3) The Worn our linen rags are smashed, Pulverized. And Stirred.
4-4) The linen fiber soup is spread thin onto screens.
4-5) Wine press screws help press out the water.
4-6) To make .... Paper!
4-7) Now people have lots of cheap linen paper about.

5-1). This is a time when human scribes hand write one book, one copy at a time.
5-2) It takes months to copy one book.
5-3) Books are written on animal skins called parchment.
5-4) Parchment is made like this.
5-5) Get the animal skin. Scrape it. Soak, Stretch and dry it . Prep the surface.
5-6) It takes hundreds of animal skins to make one book like this bible copy.
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6-1) Plentiful cheap paper begins to replace expensive parchment.
6-2) Scribes begin to make more books when disaster strikes.
6-3) Rats with fleas from trading ships spread the plague disease.
6-4) One in three people die.
6-5) When the plague is over, there is a need for books and legal documents.
6-6) But there are not enough scribes to hand write the books.
6-7) There is plenty of linen paper though. 

7-1) In an Aha! moment, this guy, Goldsmith Gutenberg has an idea.
7-2) He knows how to mold rings and things.
7-3) He makes special molds.
He casts removable type letters like this.
7-4) He groups the Interchangeable individual letters into words and sentences.
7-5) He puts ink onto the letters.
7-6) He puts paper on top. Next, he presses it all together.
Viola (Walah!) The printed page.
7-7) Printing makes books faster and cheaper. No animals are needed either.

8-1) Before the printing press, 99 out of 100 people in the world can not read.
8-2) In its first hundred years, people use printing presses to print 20 million 
books.
8-3) Amazingly, Books spread knowledge around the globe.
8-4) To see the impact of printed Books on our world. Let’s compare!
8-5) A handwritten book is like a dim candle in a dark room for one person.
8-6) Mass produced Books and eBooks are like sunlight shining on the world!
8-7) Bountiful Books enable the renaissance and enlightenment.
8-8) Today, connected on-line books continue to educate and enhance our lives.

C-1) To Close, Wow! Long ago, people wear wool.
C-2) People invent better machines to make linen clothes.
C-3) People use the rags to make linen paper.
C-4). Surprise! After the plague, there are not enough writers.
C-5) This guy invents a printing machine.
C-6) Worldwide, The number of books and readers skyrockets.
C-7) Amazing, From BAAs to Books in 7 Links.  
Tech Connects, change our world

BRIGHT READING
Baa’s to Books VIDEO! - Script
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To Close, Wow!  Long ago, people wear wool.
Later, People invent better machines to make linen 
clothes.  People use the rags to make linen paper.
Surprise! After the plague, there are not enough 
writers.
Gutenberg invents a printing machine called the 
Printing Press.  Worldwide, the number of books 
and readers skyrockets.  Amazing, From BAAs to 
Books in 7 Links.  Tech Connects, change our world
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This book is about the Science of Everyday  This book is about the Science of Everyday  
Objects for 3rd to 6th Grade Teachers.  Science  Objects for 3rd to 6th Grade Teachers.  Science  
is all around us.  It is in glass, cameras, TV’s, is all around us.  It is in glass, cameras, TV’s, 
fireworks and soap. Science explains the links  fireworks and soap. Science explains the links  

between ancient mummies and our modern movies.  between ancient mummies and our modern movies.  
When we see inside our everyday objects,  When we see inside our everyday objects,  
Science is exciting and easy to understandScience is exciting and easy to understand..


